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-SCHOOL TESTING, GROUPING AID TIM fAT.3

M. Chester, Nolte

On every faculty there is an individual who just loves to play

the role of the devil's'advocate. In ours.knstitution, rhat.individual

goes by.the name of Raymond -(not .his real naMe, of course),. and he's on

of my closest friends'; although we' often differ on vlewpoints, we still'

respect and value each other's integrity. Occhsionally, he tends to become

unreasonabTe about this or that 'educational practice he considers out of

line. One of Raymond's pet Tpeeves lately is the subject of pupil renting,-

which-he contends has gotten all out of hand.

"Educators want' to play God,'' complains Raymond. "They seem to think

their tests are fool-Proof, Luckily, the courts are now moving. in to keep

therri in line, and that's all .to the good."

asked Raymond what he meant -- "playing God," He explained that it all

began longngo in biblical time.s.-.

"Biblical times?" I asked.

'"Yes, biblical times--in Genesis, actually, The first resting began in

the beginning, when God looked. upon the. world that he had made-, and declared

that it was very:Lood. Now,o some misguided educators seem to think that they

tr,=
too can operate under a royal.imprimntur passed along to them from on high,

that they now inherit the golden key to unlock the inner mysteries of eduea

tional testing and grouping." While I respect Raymrnd's loss 'of patience

with sloppy resting in r,Chool, I can't get as worked up as he does over the

widespread inequalities he claims now exist..



"Testing has become theocornerstone of all public. education," wailed
. .

Raymond..4'We'Ve become nothing but a-profession of.
. sorers'. When God

cold Adam and-Eve to enjoy the Garden of Eden, he avoided telling them what

the consequences might be of eating,from tha forbidden tree, and our teeth

have been aching ever since: Adam and Eve got trappedthey had no,nea
p

what monumental debt they Arid their progeny would be saddled .uith were they

to flunk the testwhich, of course, they did. They forfeited Pnradise, and.

doomed us thereby to an endless round of sorting, screening, diagnosing,

identifying; tracking,. labeling, grouping, classifying, comparing nnd

categorizing people ad infinitum. The schools have becoMe nothing more than

sorting machines-to determine who gets'acnrce jObs-and who does not. Why

can't educators realize that much of what.we do isn't, scientifically de-
.

fensible, much less. legally fair? There ought to be a law!"

I reMindedRaymond that many 'states have discUssed bruin to limit the

"hrain-probing" type off rest, but.that they hnd'been soundly defeated in

moat. I reminded him lso that the past five years, have seen heavy emphasis

on attempts to remedy .had practice in.testing and'assignment of pupils, His-

. idea about the er.erna cost of failing the apple test was new to me-1'd
..

heard numerous curses attributed to the act of 'Original sin,but never that

.3education forever deviled with testing as a direct reault

l
decided to investigate just how valid-Raymond's theories' on 'testing

Dp., particularly as they relate to current law. What T..feurd was that

Rays ond- wasn't crying "wolf-wolf"--that indeed there are grounds for some

concern: z found too that many educators are in real trouble should they.
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good" up, on resting, because where a constitutional issue is involved, the

burden of proof of,need.for. the rest immecliarennifts to educators, where
.

of course, it should have been .all along, Since the legal aspects of school

resting bear some.pitfalls, here is what I found.

Roots of Testin1,- I)ro?irams

The first American rests of school effectiveneps were oral examinations

given by colonial school committees to determine pupil_orrhodoxy and whether

chose pupils had gained enough reading skills 10 keep ahead of that Olde

reluder Satan. nany years were to go by before Dr. J. U. Rice devised a

Spelling scale in 1894, now said to be the first achievement test in this

country. At the turn of the.century, the works of Thorndike, Binet, and

Therman increared interest in developing tests of inrclligence, which were

administered ro immigrants enter-Mg Ellis island on their way to becoming

"Americans." Because southern Europeans, Asians, and Chinese did poorly:on

these rests, they were allocated lower immigration quotas than thone persons.

who came from northern Europe, the British Isles,-and Russia, who did better

on the tests. Tt was felt that at last, science could be applied to the problem

of educating nordcs of immigrants. World War I gave a tremendous shot

the arm to the testing movement when the Army Alpha and Beta, tents were

devised as.expedireis of the war effort The Roaring Twenties saw an enormous.

proliferation of the idea rnat children could and should he grouped homogene-

ously, and by 1929, fully 70% of the cities in rhis CoUntry follo-7ed some form

of homogeneous grouping pattern in school;;.

An interesting side-light ,occurred when, in addition to the IQ nests, psycho-
logisr9 seriously worked hard" on developing a V-11cril Quotierit-(UQ) or a Religious

.QuoLient (RQ), but reluctantly give it up as a bad job. Today,, with more enlight-
enm,,nt, we can perceivn 'that Chair failureas an inability to undestand rho'
'affective' domain.
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You may recall another landmark of the 1920's -che Oregon case in

1925; in which the SupreMe Court held that "the child is not the mere

creature" of the State, that parents have a parental prerogatiVe in the

upbringing of. their own children A state ay not.standamiize its children

by forcing them to conform to a single state- operated pattern of education..

TheTuenties likewise saw the High. Court: strike down state statutes in

Nebraska ,and Iowa which invoked penalties for teachi7g German to children.

below the eighth'grade. In effect, these can established the child's,

unfettered right co'learnro knew, and to have a protected 'area of

interest which the state cannot invade,*

qly 1943, the courts had COMC.E0 protect; the right to learn by giving.

.
notice to state: officials that they could not administer unconstitutional

tests as a condition of school attendance. In the landrsrk decision in Uesy

Virginia State Board, of Fduciltion v. Barnette, the Supreme Court held.that

excluding a child from school for failure to salute tbe flag, even though

the country was at war, was an unfair test of loyalty. In a. 6-3 decision,

Mr. Justite Jackson wrote for the majority:.

As governmental presSure toward unity becomes greater,so strife
becomes more hitter as to whose unity it shall be. Probably no deeper
division of our people could proceed from any provocation than from
finding it necessary ro choose what doctrine and whose program of
public eduCatirin officials shall compel youth to unite in nracing.

. ,If there any-fined star in our constitutibnal constellation,
it is that -no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shell he
orrhodox-in politics, nationalism, religion, or other riltten of
opinion or force citizens to confess by word-or act: their raJth
therein. . -Boards education hm.7(1 imortant, delicate, ard highly
discretionary functions, but none that they may not perform within
the limits of the Bill of Rights. . . .0re's.right to liberty,

* The movement to guarantee children a.right to know Vas an o:ctensl_orx of

the "Lernf7reihnit" .proninent in the Prvs.elau liniernity in the e-1.717 1POO's,'
and introduced into this country mainly 0:rough the influence of Porace



and property, to frep-speech, a free preSs, freedom of worship
and-assembly may-not be submitted to vote; they depend on the
Outcomes of no elections.'. .

Thus, the idea that a minority child,(4 member of Jehovah's Witnesses)

might assert a right against. majority testing principle and come. out

viccoribus was- further strengthened on. the basin of a religious test...

It iS:aMazing- to me, that desplte the fact that Mr. justice Jackson's
was clearly defined, it

principle of law/has failed to reach the consciences of many educators

even today, thirty-two years later.. The principle.is that even in wartime
I .

a nation as diverse, and as-pluralistic as..ours defies educational atandardi-
.

zation.:Even the tests we use are indicative of this. failurethey are known

as "standardized" tests, and educators place a great deal of confidence in

their teaching by noting the extent to which children in their schools are

similar to other children throughout the country. While similarities are

of course importpnt, they-cannot 'form the basis of our testing program,

simply because such a postute places a penalty pow4ver slight; and however
being

,t'
subtle-,-upon being "different- --:-which is equated toyinferior." This

was pointed out by Mr. Chief Justice Warren when, he wrote that different

facilities for the races are "inherently" unequal. On that occasion, for

a unanimous Court, Warren wrote.that.

Classifying pupils by race !generates a feeling of inferiority
as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and
minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone. . We'coacludethat
in the field of public education the doctrine of separate but equal'
has no place. Separate educational facilities are inherently' un-
equal. . .Today, it is doubtful, that any child may reasonably he.
expected to succeed in life if he is deniedthe opportUnity of an
education. Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken, to
provide it, is aright which must be made available to all on
equal terms. - .



Thus, the essential. quality of the educational freedommovement,.

which Was articulated in the Warren opinion in .Brown (1954) was this:

every.chiK,.though different from all other children, is entitled to

equal treatment by the state. The doctrine.recognizes differences, but

disallows different treatment ofjndividuals merely because they are

different. The distinction is of more thanpassing interest.'It says

In effect that the schools are not here to erase all our social

to eradicate poverty, disease, inherited characteristics, and the like

--those inequalities envisioned in the Great Societyprograms of Lyndon

Johnson, for example. Not only are the schools In no position to do all

this, the schools should not undertake. such tasks, because of-other reosons.

The school is an institution run by the state to promote its -citizenship

interests, and not .for the purpose. of eradicatIng.all social injbstices.

Thus, the school cannot justify broad based programs .aimed at. righting

all society's wrongs; it must he content.to do what it, can {or the indivi-

dual, guaranteeing not an equal educational Opportunity, but rather that

,

which 7tt can and of right ought to do--to treat all°individuals equally

in a non-discriminatory way.

This is the same as saying that whereas a child is not entitled to

equal educational opportunity at the hands of the state,.he-or she is

. entitled while in school. to h e. free from discrimination, either in word

or act,.by school officials. This was further emphasized in the case of

6Gault who was punished because of the double standard which exiAted.

. between the regular courts of law for adults and these. in which juveniles

were tried. Juvenile delinquent was a m is-classification, said the
.

Y..

, . '



"Neither the Bill of Rights nor the Fourteenth Amendment are fOr aflults

alone." Classifying.children as second-class citizens was further pro-

scribed in the Tinker (1969) black armband Case when the Court declared

'that children are "persons' under our Constitution, and do not_loP,,:i.-their

constitutional rights at the schoolhouse gate. Suite- operated schools may

not he enclaves of totalitarianism:School officials do not have absolute

power over .their charges.

In order for the. State, the person of school officials
to justify prohibition of a particularexpressio43f opinion, it
must be shown that 17.ts action.wao caused by something-more ther_a
mere desire to avoid the disComfort and unpleasantness yhAt always
accompany an unpopular viewpoint. If there'is no disruption, the
prohibition cannot be sustained. .

The unequivocal wording in which iiir. Justice Fortis framed the opinion

in Tinker encouraged the concept, long held in American educational circles,

that the child is guaranteed an education at public expense, that in effect,

it was the purpose of the law -to eradicate difference's other thenthe narrow

scope of freedom'of expression (symbolic speech,,at that). This concept

of "equal educational opportunity" was explored in,.the.1973yodrignez

case, in which five of the justices rejected 'the claim that the federal

Constitution guarantees such a birthright to every American boy and girl.

The Nixon Four were joined in themljority opinioh by Mr. Justice Stewart,

who; while admitting that our system of public education "can fairly" be

described as chaotic and unjust," nevertheless-rejected the claim that

the "poor" can he recognizable are a classification of persons who are being

discriminated agains.by the state's school funding program. Poor people

live in rich districts as well as in poor-what about them? "The Equal.

Protection Clause confers no substantive rights and creates no substantive



liberties," wrote M. Justice Stewart. "Its function, rather', is simply

to measure the validity of classificAtion (emphasis mine) created by

state laws. Innovative new thinking is necessary to assure both a higher

8

'level of quality land.a greater yniforMity (emphasis mine) of opportunity.

But the. ultimate .solutions must pome from the lawmakers (in each of the

states) and from the democratic pressures of those. who lect th_Qm."

. 0

The "bucking-back-tothe-states decision inRodrIguez started, or

perhaps; more accurately, extended the ."who7m6?" syndrotile inherent in the

accountabilily Movement' in edUcation.-It was.not the federal
.

government's role to provide an education--that was the duty of each of

the states. The majority.made it quite clear that they had no reference

to a full university "educatiOe at public expense--that is,sat.isactory

if the state wishes to provide such a broad opportunity. The State of

Te xas was fulfilling a valid -state purpose in providing a minimal

"schooling" to. all of its children, the Rodriguez child includa. Since

he was receiving the minimal guarantee of education, he was -not being

disctithinated.against merely 'because he happened to live, in A poorer

district than some other Texas.ehildren. Indelivering.its minimal amount

of education to one of its citizenP, Texas Was not invidiously discrimin-

Elting, but in fact was living up to its avowed purpose of preparing its

citizens to read and write, to:vote, to serve on thejury, join Meaningfully

in the lifeof"the state government,, and serve in the armed forces. Beyond

that, there was no compulsion for the state to go in education:.Of course,

a state may not use grouping patterns, or tests, or methods of procedure

10
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in Classifying. its students which plainly violate federal. Constitutional.
. .

guarantees., but. these guarantees are in terms of equal protection and due

process and not in the content of the educational programs which 'a .state

such. as Texas provides free to' its junior Citizens.

Although education is not a "fundamental ri4tht", it has been held by
o

-,the Supreme Court to he both a "liberty"' and -a "property" right under the

Fourteenth and First AmendMents: In Goss v. Lopez,
1
:the.mnjerit9' opinion-

by Mr. Justice :White, explained it this way

Appellants contend that because there is no constitutional right
to. an education at public expense, the.Due.Process Clause does not
protect against expulsions from the public achooltystem. Thin position
miscoaceives the nature' o` the issue and is refuted by prior deci3ions..
he Fourteenth Amendrent ferbida the State to deprive'oriy.person of .

life, liberty or p7:-operty without due process of )(17./. Protected interests
in property are normally 'not created by the Constitution. Rather they
are created and their dimensions are defined' hY an: independent source '.
such as state statutes or rules entitling the citizen to certain .benefits.
(citing,, Roth) . ;Here, on the basis of state law, appellees plainly
hod legitimate claims of entitlemeatto a public education (citing. Ohio
statutes). ;Paving chosen.to extend the right to an educatIon to
people of appellnea'.classgenerally, Ohio may not withdrriw that right
on grounds_ of misconduct absent fundamentally fair procedures to deter-
mine whether the miscenduct has occurred.:,

- ,

Finding out whether a student has misbehaved is, of course, a "tent"
.

. .
. ..

0 .

and one which must be administered within the confines of the Bill.of Rights.

This was emphasized most dramatcally in-a "tracking" ease in 1967, which .

encouraged Judge J. Skelley Wright to explain why the test.s*being used.

in the District of Columbia by the school board were constitutionally un-

acceptable.

Because those tests are' standardized primarily on and are
relevant to a white middle class group of-students, they o-L'educ,e

inaccurate and misleading tet'scoies when given to lower class
Negro students. As a result, rather than being classified accerdi,ng
to ability tri learn, these students are In reality being classified

11
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according to their.socio-economic' status, or--more precisely--
according to environmental and -psychological factors which have
nothing to do 'with innate abilitVrobson 4967..

The clue to the Suspect clasSificationwas that"a disproportionate

number of black students:was enrolled in :the lower track.' Conversely,

whites made up a.much larger propertion.of the upper track than would

reasonably be expected consideving their sm111 numbers in the total

population of students. Because the school board hid fal3ed to justify

its placement practice's, the court ordered it: to develon a more objective

means of grouping ,.its children for jnstructionnl purposes.

Strict.Scrutinv

The first step in challenging a school's testing practice is for

plaintiff;; to establish a prime facie showing of discriminatory innact

upon their liberty and/or property rights. The discrimination all8ged is

.usually in terms of race or ethnicity, and more recently, unequal treatment

of the sexes. Upon such a prima facie showing, the burden then shifts to

those doing theteAting to make some 'det ons trati on of the rationality of. the

testing proCedures and the validity of the tests themselves, a.depar4ure

from traditional equal protection analyses. Where te st validity is at
a

issue (does the test measure what it purports to .measure ?), the defendant

A
must show a strong relationship to the categories being-USed, such aSsppecial

educatipn'needs of children, or successful employee traits and skills. The

case presenting the clearest summary. of the requirements for ftoper validation

-is United States v..Georgia Power Company, '474 Ti .2d 90 1971. The case

involved. the question of whether tests being administered to workers and

t 12



prospective workers in the 'power company. were of sufficient validity to

pass constitutional muster. However, the same measures -of competency

can be assumed to apply public schoels: ''.A.test is net valid or invalid

per Se,n'saidthe Fifth .Circuit Court, 'but must be evalUat:ed in the

.e.
setting in which it iS-used."

The court set up four hurdles which defendantAust clear.in order to

prevail. To clear the first. hurdle,' defendant. must: demonstrate that the

test has differential validity, i. e., that it ha6 separate validation

scores for all minorities on which it is being user. Differentia1 validity
%

is not to be confusedrbith content validity, which is pimply the question,

of whether the.test measures characteristicsIound among perSons in the

particular job or category. some of the c9,Ta,also involve Predictive

.

validity, in which performance on the t,.t.p. is highly related to actual

'job performance. For many teachers and adminiStrators, cuch sophisticated

statistical manipUlations.are out of the questioewitheut'empert advice
/I-

and counsel. Remember, this is only Ole first o four hutdles whichthe

school officials must clear when testing practices nre_chal)enged tn court'.

To clear, the second hurdle, defendant must bring the level of confideOce

for the test.to the .05 level to insure a high level of correlation. This

is. the same as saying that the probability of obtaining the same test results

through mere chance is no greater than one in twenty. Selool personnel.1

stand to lose many cases at this second step, prov.I'led, Course, thay

they have survived the first.,

To clear the third hurdle, the defendant must demelnstrate thlt the

testing procedure ,contains an adequate,nample, Under. this sCandard, snail
Cf
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samples tend to be it7medintely suspect, since the statistical procedures

must 'be sophisticated enough to account for the.p.,7ebsbility that a full

range ofselectivity of an impartial- nature tips used in selecting the.

relevant sub-groups. from the-population:-Finally, to Survive the fourth

hurdle -defendants must:demonstrate. that the test his bicri administered

to-all the testees. under uniform testing conditions, which leeks easy

but, is more difficult than at fl,rst appears. Under this Standard, thn

courts twill. riot accept evidence of validated, standardised testing results

unless the testing.sample, the purpoSes, and the-test Conditions used in

that validation ,losely emtrespOnd to those in- the local:use of the test.

Federal courts have established the principle of law that testine; risy

not be used in recently desegregated school systcma regardless. of issues

of.test validity orbia6. This rule is to guard against further continuance
0.

of-the effecWof pat:t segregation practices, arid applies to-intrn-school

tracking as well as to the maintenance of dual'schools. The duration of

the ban on testing has been held in some cases to bc "until a unitary

system is established," which may abount to as long as several years of

1,
operation under a unitary system. Plaintiff need not4tha4 testing discri-,

minntion was intentional, either. Discriminatory intent does not have to

be proved;' it is enough to show discriminatory outcomes from testing to

prove that the school is engaging in an'illegal and ,unconStitintional

testing practiCe.

Vest judges take the poSition that there is no Such thins as , "culture-
.

free" test; those-who.claim such 4peEfection are immediately saddled with the

burden of proof of such a.Claim. To my.knowledge no one'has developed a

,



"Pluralistic" test of sufficient reliability to 'ovorcome the presumption

. ,

that any arid all minorities can be equally succesoful on the test.. In one

instance, an employer, wishing to avoid supporting hi.o-tenting practices,

listed'all hiS employees as "American," Under the hr:-'ding of ethnic groups,

but the court ordered hiM "to come up with appropriate cultural, economic;

and ethnic groupings opposite each score so that it could'be'determined

whetherAle had indeed beendiscriminatory in his application of the tests,

in question.

Male 'v. Female

Title LX forbids discrimination on the basis of sex in any educational

program receiving federal financial assistance. Although a few issues, most

notably competition of girls in athletics have been litigated, Title IX has

significance in less publicized areas, such as recruitin, admissions,

financial aid, student rule* and regulations, student employment, text-
.

book bias, single -sex courses and women's studies programs. DifferiVg

treatment for unwed fathers than for .unwed mothers would:constitute a false

test prohibited under Title IX. A district may not reqUire higher entrance

scores on tests for girls than for boys. 'In matters of dress, long hair,

constraints for boys but not girls would be another example of unconsti-

tutional tests. ,In one instance, a school district had a requirement that

the homecoming "queen" be a virgin--a test one Antler failed when she was

found to be married and 'the mother of a small child. Some school practices

of requiring more amassed credits for girls than for boys; for g-fcduation

clearly fail to meet Title I requirements.There may be conside7able sex

bias' in .counseling prograMs, also, where riell-m', nningcoUnselors pass along-

stereotypes oboUt Men and women. Bias-may.also exist in the tools used by

counselors-7interest inventories, catalogs, testa,

-, .15
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and. the like. In 1972, the American .Per Sonnet and.Olidance 'Association

pasSed n resolution calling for the-revision of a 'widely:used vocational

'interest bl'ank.because itAistriminatedagainst girls. Courses in health,

physical education, home,econdmics, welding' and body-shoo, and other So-
,

called "one sex" courses, no0.mUSI he ofien to both se-xes. Leek of facilities

such as separate restroOMs,ressing, rooms, or locker spWce is now no

longer a defense against refusal to open such course:1 to all on :an equal.

basis.

Similarly, Title IX requires equal treatment cy:f those whose native,

language, may be a hi!nderonce tatheir progress in school. In 7,1,112... Nichols,
X

the Supreme Court rUled'that San Francisco must provide snecial zedin-
i

e
struction to Chinesechildrenwhose language prevented them from

standing Friglibh, the language used n the cIarsroom., While neither sex

nor language are inherently suspect classifications on their face, if the

"effect" of such classifictions militates against one sex or a class of

individuals, the state must defend fts .practices therein

StipmatizatiOnPrOhibited

Any classification which tends:to "stigmatize" a person'mly'immediately

become suspect., since its effect may be 'to destroy the no e, reputation,

.regard of others,' or ultimate hope of getting and keeping futm:e employment

of an IndiVidUal. For example,' the .longtime practice of publishing class

rank standings of graduates may.stigmati.ze those who finish .:7_n thelower

.

portions of the class. A small but growing number of schools a7.7e therefore

I

abandoning the pracEiCe. I have heard, of no legal challenges to posting

honor roll.standints, but no doubt the spun legal

, this practice to be challenged. 16

problems could arise were



An example of possible stigmatization occurred. in Pennsylvania.

A school distrittha1d'n program called "Critical Period of Intervention

(..,PIN)", the object of which was to identify potential drug nbubers

among 'students In the eighth grade. AlthoUgh the program was announced

in a letter home to parents, Most of them did notrealize its implications.
P

One of the parents challenged it in court as an inva;ion of his son's

privacy. The court placed heavy reliance at trial 3 ncontradicted
.

.expert testimony by a child psychiatrist that a label of "potential drug
. .

.
, . .

.
.

abuser" could prophecy, and thht test results .or

refusal to take the test opuld result in scape-goat'ing.

,r-
. .

.The!:ceurt 'held for the.challenging parent. "The attempt to make .the.
,

- requesting consent similar to promotional indUcement to buy lacks the necessary

substance to give a parent the opportunity to give knouing, intelligent

and aware consenx," said the court. The parents had been promised confi-

dentiality of information :also, but the court held that the d4scrict's

assurance of confidentihlity was .not creditable. qlhen a program calks about

1,abeling someone as a particular type and such a-label. could remain with them

,for'che remainder of their lives, the margin mt. errorMust be-almost nil, ".
,

-the court continued. To compound the embarrassment, the court, round that

.thepreliminarystatistics indicated a high possibility of error in identi-.

f12Cation of the children in question.

The court recognizes that the Supreme Court has spoken, and many-

law review authorities have spoken, about a balancing to Mat this
:means is that the court balances the Invasion of privacy against the.
public need for a program to learn of and possibly prevent abuse
7n a society which has become aware of the dangers Dail e5:1,:rets of drug
abuse, This court- must balance the right of an individual co privacy

17
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and the right of the government to invade that privacy for the
sake of a public interest. In doing no we st:ihe the balance
in favor of trleoirdividual in circumstances such an are shown
in this case. In short, there is too much of a chance that the
wrong people fir the wrong reasons will be singled out and coun-
selled in the vons-, manne- Merriken v dCre,-rla TI'DC,

1 °
September 28, 1973.

A Heaven of Ideas

Inherent in all people-grouping practice is the. threshold presUmption
\

that somewriere out yonddr there exists a Heaven of Vans populated by

models which mortals are expected to emulate. If blue-eyed persons are

believed to be superior t6 all others, the outcomes of manW7actured.tests

which measure eye color are suspect.. In the law, such an arbitrariness ef

standard to be applied constitutes ah irreburtable presumntlOn oLpr_ior

apalification. Since there is .no legal way in which to successfully

challenge the adequacy of the model, those who fall to masure up to it

are concluded to be unfortunate creatures, destined to' fill the lower rankS

of society.The testa are not at fault, it is the individuals being tested, ..

explained mY friend Raymond. Furthermore, since we are supposed to be

educators, .it is our bounden (some 'say sacred) duty ro.apply the Plumb-,
,

4

and thelevel.co one and all, andsort them into groupS)Tor their .own

educational good." These decisions are-not to our liking; nevertheless/

we are required to live with th-em, since they come with the territory.

It matters little that. plumb line and level are suspect, being grounded

on mythology, pseudo-science, and divinationwe haveour duty to do, and

do it we must. Like Calvin, today's educator must assume our sacred trust

and bring our crooked old worlf" into line with the Heaven of Ideas or lose

toy'
the" ga e to that Olde Deluder Satan, who waits with baited breath esT-we

make a mistake.
, 18
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Raymond explains it-this way.- "Americans at present: are acting lila!

the Puritans acted. We lank on,our children as means to an and, the per-

potation of our way of life. Likewise, the Puritans in their day thought

bildren were sent for one purpose: for the glory of God.-' Today, we may

think of them in more secular terms, yet- we are guilty of the.,ame blind

ness. the Puritan movement began to fail in the 1660°s, the Puritan

saints were heard to lament,,eVen as some of us do today: ''but we did it

all for you! ' Through compulsory' attendance, taxation, and other cen-

straintS,.we have built a model of WASP-superiority and 4,meriean invinci

bility into our consciousness whicn'has. become the major task of the schools.

. to perpetuate. Like the Puritans, we have. failed to realize that different

times call:for different needs, and the needs in turn call for different

tests by which to measure Our progress toward human freedom."

I pointed out to Raymond that the real dahger today is not so much.in

mis-judging the mission of the schools as in avoiding moneta-:y liability

for depriving students of tneir civil rights Since board members can be

held personally liable if they knew, or reaso ably should nave known, that

they are depriving a student of his rphts, the sam?; standards must

of necessity also 4pplied to teachers an administrators, who may be looked

'upon as co-conspirators, and held to account for `:such deprivations. Raymond

seemed only.partially convinced, so I went on.

"The Supreme Court has, held that children are 'persons' Under our

Constitution. Education is perhaps the most important function Of state

find local. governments. n.1943, rne Court asked this questibn:
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'Must a government of necessity be too strong for the liberties
ot its people, or too weak to maintain its own mtintence? The answer
in the past has been in invor of strength. flit t.e Fourteenth
Amendment, E15 now applied to the States. the citizen against.
the State itself, and all of its creatures, boards of education being
no exception. That boards are educating the young for citizenship
is reason for scrupulous protection ot Constitutional freedom o.t

.

the individual, if we are not to strangle the free mind at its
source and teach youth to discount important principles of our
government as mere platitudes.Weqt Virilinia rd. of F.:Pt-at:Ion v.
Barnette, 1943.

"There I agree with you completely," said Raymond. "Two groups---

teachers and pupils,--have won greater freedoms in the civil rights movement

than ever before. But what theylve von iS right to an education,

or in the .case of teachers;-,to continued employment, but rather the right

to he ,treated as individuals, " the right not.to.be discriminated aglinst.

1

Because illegaltesting may infringe upon the civil' rights of both these

1

groups, I think we're going to \lave to look mok.e realistically at all

testing programs in the scIoolst This will take some soul-searching by

educators, and.a wi11inness t change, to de-mythologiZe the testing

-* 4

function,-and to provide plenty of machinery for due process and grievince

procedures which will withstand the constraints of the constitution. The

'winners will be the schools thdmselves."

I couldn't agree more. I'll he looking forwar0 t-o that day when true

equality 'in testing can be realizedWhen that glad day comes, however, I

suspect that Raymond wont hang, up his gloves. He's the type of person

who has to have a cause. Without testing to turn him on, Raymond will

go in search of other worlds to conquer, other fish to fry, other mountains

to climb.

.In the meantime, IYm grateful for good; solid,friends Raymond,

who warn lessperceptive citizens to -stay away from that attractive, nuisance

where,,: as. Raymond says, "People tend to play God,"



In calling Raymond the "devil's advocate", I ari not putting him

clown -in fact, just the opposite effect is intended.' The term comes

down to us from antiquity, 'from the Latin, Advocates DInboli the person

19

appointed in the Roman Catholic Church to .oppose rigorously the claims

)of a candidate' for Canonization. No longer in the term limited to ,ecclesi-

astical.matters--it has now spread into'other disciplines. The use of an

edUcational gadfly upon the Establishment's epidermis reminds us all that

we 1are'but mortals, and that, as Kant wrote, "No virtue is ever so' strong

'ai it is beyond temPtatidn:." Uhat seems best twaugment our spiritual

'forces is a temptation which we have bet and Overccrle.. TnRaymond, we

have `;the. kind of friend who after all loveslun and in good conscience refuses to let
1

us get, too for out into Space.

Ydu might .conclude from it all that what this old world needs is not

. ;

More,btain-probing tests, but perchance, more friends like Raymond.
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